This paper presents transliteration mining on the ACL 2010 NEWS workshop shared transliteration mining task data. Transliteration mining was done using a generative transliteration model applied on the source language and whose output was constrained on the words in the target language. A total of 30 runs were performed on 5 language pairs, with 6 runs for each language pair. In the presence of limited resources, the runs explored the use of phonetic conflation and iterative training of the transliteration model to improve recall. Using letter conflation improved recall by as much as 48%, with improvements in recall dwarfing drops in precision. Using iterative training improved recall, but often at the cost of significant drops in precision. The best runs typically used both letter conflation and iterative learning.
Introduction
Transliteration Mining (TM) is the process of finding transliterated word pairs in parallel or comparable corpora. TM has many potential applications such as building training data for training transliterators and improving lexical coverage for machine translation and cross language search via translation resource expansion. TM has been gaining some attention of late with a shared task in the ACL 2010 NEWS workshop 1 . In this paper, TM was performed using a transliterator that was used to generate possible transliterations of a word while constraining the output to tokens that exist in a target language word sequence. The paper presents the use of phonetic letter conflation and iterative transliterator training to improve TM when only limited transliteration training data is available. For phonetic letter conflation, a variant of SOUNDEX (Russell, 1918) was used to improve the coverage of existing training data. As for iterative transliterator training, an initial transliterator, which was trained on initial set of transliteration pairs, was used to mine transliterations in parallel text. Then, the automatically found transliterations pairs were considered correct and were used to retrain the transliterator.
1 http://translit.i2r.a-star.edu.sg/news2010/ The proposed improvements in TM were tested using the ACL 2010 NEWS workshop data for Arabic, English-Chinese, English-Hindi, EnglishRussian, and English-Tamil. For language pair, a base set of 1,000 transliteration pairs were available for training. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 surveys prior work on transliteration mining; Section 3 describes the TM approach and the proposed improvements; Section 4 describes the experimental setup including the evaluation sets; Section 5 reports on experimental results; and Section 6 concludes the paper.
Background
Much work has been done on TM for different language pairs such as English-Chinese (Kuo et al., 2006; Kuo et al., 2007; Kuo et al., 2008; Jin et al. 2008; ) , English-Tamil (Saravanan and Kumaran, 2008; Udupa and Khapra, 2010) , English-Korean (Oh and Isahara, 2006; Oh and Choi, 2006) , English-Japanese (Brill et al., 2001; Oh and Isahara, 2006) , English-Hindi (Fei et al., 2003; Mahesh and Sinha, 2009) , and English-Russian (Klementiev and Roth, 2006) . The most common approach for determining letter sequence mapping between two languages is using automatic letter alignment of a training set of transliteration pairs. Automatic alignment can be performed using different algorithms such as the EM algorithm (Kuo et al., 2008; Lee and Chang, 2003) or using an HMM aligner (Udupa et al., 2009a; Udupa et al., 2009b) . Another method is to use automatic speech recognition confusion tables to extract phonetically equivalent character sequences to discover monolingual and cross lingual pronunciation variations (Kuo and Yang, 2005) . Alternatively, letters can be mapped into a common character set. One example of that is to use a predefined transliteration scheme to transliterate a word in one character set into another character set (Oh and Choi, 2006) . Different methods were proposed to ascertain if two words can be transliterations of each other. One such way is to use a generative model that attempts to generate possible transliterations given the character mappings between two character sets (Fei et al., 2003; Chang, 2003, Udupa et al., 2009a) . A similar alternative is to use back-transliteration to de-termine if one sequence could have been generated by successively mapping character sequences from one language into another (Brill et al., 2001; Bilac and Tanaka, 2005; Oh and Isahara, 2006) . Another mapping method is to map candidate transliterations into a common representation space (Udupa et al., 2010) . When using a predefined transliteration scheme, edit distance was used to determine if candidate transliterations were indeed transliterations (Oh and Choi, 2006) . Also letter conflation was used to find transliterations (Mahesh and Sinha, 2009 ). Different methods were proposed to improve the recall of mining. For example, Oh and Choi (2006) used a SOUNDEX like scheme to minimize the effect of vowels and different schemes of phonetically coding names. SOUNDEX is used to convert English words into a simplified phonetic representation, in which vowels are removed and phonetically similar characters are conflated. Another method involved expanding character sequence maps by automatically mining transliteration pairs and then aligning these pairs to generate an expanded set of character sequence maps (Fei et al., 2003) .
Transliteration Mining
TM proposed in this paper uses a generative transliteration model, which is trained on a set of transliteration pairs. The training involved automatically aligning character sequences. SOUNDEX like letter conflation and iterative transliterator training was used to improve recall. Akin to phrasal alignment in machine translation, character sequence alignment was treated as a word alignment problem between parallel sentences, where transliterations were treated as if they were sentences and the characters from which they were composed were treated as if they were words. The alignment was performed using a Bayesian learner that trained on word dependent transition models for HMM based word alignment (He, 2007) . Alignment produced a mapping of source character sequence to a target character sequence along with the probability of source given target. For all the work reported herein, given an Englishforeign language transliteration candidate pair, English was treated as the target language and the foreign language as the source. Given a foreign source language word sequence and an English target word sequence , is a potential transliteration of . Given F i , composed of the character sequence f 1 … f o , and E j , composed of the character sequence e 1 … e p , P(F i |E j ) is calculated using the trained model, as follows:
The non-overlapping segments f x … f y are generated by finding all possible 2 n-1 segmentations of the word F i . For example, given "man" then all possible segmentations are (m,a,n), (ma,n), (m,an), and (man). The segmentation producing the highest probability is chosen. The original SOUNDEX scheme applies the following rules: 1. Retain the first letter in a word 2. Remove all vowels, H, and W 3. Perform the following mappings:
4. Trim all result sequences to 4 characters 5. Pad short sequences with zeros to have exactly 4 characters. SOUNDEX was modified as follows: 1. The first letter in a word was not retained and was changed according the mapping in step 3 of SOUNDEX. 2. Resultant sequences longer than 4 characters were not trimmed. 3. Short resultant strings were not padded with zeros. SOUNDEX after the aforementioned modifications is referred at S-mod. Alignment was performed between transliteration pairs where English words were replaced with their S-mod representation. Case folding was always applied to English. Iterative transliterator training involved training a transliterator using an initial seed of transliteration pairs, which was used to automatically mine transliterations from a large set of parallel words sequences. Automatically mined transliteration pairs were assumed to be correct and were used to retrain the transliterator. S-mod and iterative training were used in isolation or in combination as is shown in the next section. Russian and Arabic were preprocessed as follows:  Russian: characters were case-folded  Arabic: the different forms of alef (alef, alef maad, alef with hamza on top, and alef with hamza below it) were normalized to alef, ya and alef maqsoura were normalized to ya, and ta marbouta was mapped to ha.
No preprocessing was performed for the other languages. Since Wikipedia English entries often had non-English characters, the following letter conflations were performed: For each foreign language (F) and English (E) pair, a set of 6 runs were performed. The first two runs involved training a transliterator using the 1,000 transliteration pairs and using it for TM as in section 3. The runs were: Run 1: align F with S-mod(E) Run 2: align F with E The four other runs involved iterative training in which all automatically mined transliterations from Runs 1 and 2 were considered correct, and were used to retrain the transliterator. The runs were: Run 3: Use Run 2 output, align F with E Run 4: Use Run 2 output, align F with S-mod(E) Run 5: Use Run 1 output, align F with E Run 6: Use Run 1 output, align F with S-mod(E) For evaluation, the system would mine transliterations and a set of 1,000 parallel sequences were chosen randomly for evaluation. The figures of merit are precision, recall, F1 measure.
Experimental Setup
The experiments were done on the ACL-2010 NEWS Workshop TM shared task datasets. The datasets cover 5 language pairs. For each pair, a dataset includes a list of 1,000 transliterated words to train a transliterator, and list of parallel word sequences between both languages. The parallel sequences were extracted parallel Wikipedia article titles for which cross language links exist between both languages. Table 1 lists the language pairs and the number of the parallel word sequences. Tables 2, 3 , 4, 5, and 6 report results for Arabic, Chinese, Hindi, Russian and Tamil respectively. As shown in Table 3 , the recall for English-Chinese TM was dismal and suggests problems in experimental setup. This would require further investigation. For the other 4 languages, the results show that not using S-mod and not using iterative training, as in Run 2, led to the highest precision. Using both S-mod and iterative training, as in Run 6, led to the highest recall. In comparing Runs 1 and 2, where 1 uses S-mod and 2 does not, using S-mod led to 35.6%, 40.6%, 12.2%, and 48.4% improvement in recall and to 6.8%, 2.8%, 6.3%, and 1.3% decline in precision for Arabic, Chinese, Russian, and Tamil respectively. Except for Russian, the improvements in recall dwarf decline in precision, leading to overall improvements in F-measure for all 4 languages. In comparing runs 2 and 3 where iterative training is used, iterative training had marginal impact on precision and recall. When using S-mod, comparing run 6 where iterative training was performed over the output from run 1, recall increased by 3.9%, 8.8%, 5.0%, and 22.7% for Arabic, Chinese, Russian, and Tamil respectively. The drop in precision was 9.1% and 17.2% for Arabic and Russian respectively and marginal for Hindi and Tamil. Except for Russian, the best runs for all languages included the use of S-mod and iterative training. The best runs were 4 for Arabic and Hindi and 6 for Tamil. For Russian, the best runs involved using S-mod only without iterative training. The drop in Russian could be attributed to the relatively large size of training data compared to the other languages (345,969 parallel word sequences).
Experimental Results

Conclusion
This paper presented two methods for improving transliteration mining, namely phonetic conflation of letters and iterative training of a transliteration model. The methods were tested using on the ACL 2010 NEWS workshop shared transliteration mining task data. Phonetic conflation of letters involved using a SOUNDEX like conflation scheme for English. This led to much improved recall and general improvements in F-measure. The iterative training of the transliteration model led to improved recall, but recall improvements were often offset by decreases in precision. However, the best experimental setups typically involved the use of both improvements.
The success of phonetic conflation for English may indicate that similar success may be attained if phonetic conflation is applied to other languages. Further, the use of smoothing of the transliteration model may help improve recall. The recall for transliteration mining between English and Chinese were dismal and require further investigation.
